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Hey Traders! We will walk
you through the Last
week journey of the Forex
Market and what lies
ahead for them?

We are committed for our Traders provide better information about the market

and what we are thinking regarding the market relies , we would like if our

client will make profits and create a better reputation for both , for us as well

as for them , and enjoy the trading with the better technology and better

analysis. We like to provide information by our experience Analyst and like you

will have a look on it !!!
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BRIEF SUMMARY OF FOREX MARKET DEVELOPMENTS

• As the world began to recover from the initial epidemic blow in2021, price pressure was the dominant theme. Inflation has reached

multi-decade highs in developed economies as a result of supply chain disruptions and a shift in consumer behaviour, prompting

central bankers to tighten their monetary policies, despite the fact that the economic recovery is far from complete. Until last

Wednesday, the revelation of inflation data tended to trigger risk aversion, as expectations that the US Federal Reserve would

withdraw financial support moved markets lower and government bond yields higher, favouring the dollar. This time, however, things

were different. Equities rose, while government bond yields were mostly unaffected by the news, and the dollar fell.

• Such a reaction could be explained by the fact that the data were insufficient to persuade the US Central Bank to reconsider its

direction. By the end of2021, US policymakers had realised that price pressures were more than just temporary and had chosen to

tighten monetary policy. The FOMC hinted at three rate hikes in 2022 at their most recent meeting, while Powell and Co also

mentioned a balance sheet runoff for later this year. The Fed's hawkishness was already priced in ahead of the announcement.

• Poor US data revealed throughout the week added to the greenback's decline. In December, the Producer Price Index increased by

9.7% year over year, while the core reading increased by8.3%, indicating continued inflationary pressures. In addition, initial jobless

claims for the week ending January 7 were 230K, up more than expected for the second week in a row. The 4-week average value,

which hit 210K in the same week, likewise showed an ascending trend.

• On Friday, the government announced its December Retail Sales figures, which were far worse than expected, plummeting by 1.9

percent on a year-over-year basis. Retail Sales Control Group, the core reading, fell to -3.1 percent. Finally, the preliminary estimate

of the January Michigan Consumer Sentiment Index came in lower than expected, dropping from 70.6 to 68.8.

• European authorities continue to take a wait-and-see approach. "People can trust that our commitment to price stability is

unwavering, which is critical for the firm anchoring of inflation expectations and for confidence in the currency," said European

Central Bank President Christine Lagarde, adding that "people can trust that our commitment to price stability is unwavering, which

is critical for the firm anchoring of inflation expectations and for confidence in the currency." The European economy is becoming

accustomed to the coronavirus, according to ECB Vice President Luis de Guindos, who added that "maybe inflation won't be as

transitory as projected only a few months ago," though he expects it to remain below the ECB's objective in 2023 and 2024.

• The EU's macroeconomic calendar was sparse, with little data of importance being released. Germany's Real GDP Growth was 2.7

percent, up from -4.6 percent the previous month, while the November EU Trade Balance showed a deficit of €1.3 billion.

• The Federal Reserve has failed the dollar: Investors have been profiting on greenback longs, taking advantage of any opportunity to

do so. The week began with reassuring remarks from Federal Reserve Chair Jerome Powell, who avoided committing to a rate hike in

March while conveying a message of optimism. When inflation "only" came up at 7% YoY-the highest since1982, but exactly as

expected— the greenback took a hit. Even greater levels appeared to be priced in by investors.

• As a series of speakers seemed more hawkish than Powell, the spotlight went back to the central bank. In March, Fed Vice-Chair

nominee Lael Brainard advocated rising borrowing costs, while Fed Governor Christopher Waller even mentioned raising rates five

times in 2022–the first time he did so.

• While the expectation of increasing interest rates tends to boost the underlying currency, the dollar has reacted in a unique way. The

prospect of higher costs pulled US stocks, particularly those in the technology sector, lower. As a result, some of the investors fleeing

stocks shifted to bonds, sending 10-year rates down from 1.808 percent to below 1.70 percent, making the dollar less appealing.

• In the United Kingdom, politics was divided into three camps: left, right, and centre. Prime Minister Boris Johnson has now admitted

to attending a party while his government had ordered the country to be put on lockdown. His half-hearted apology fell flat, and

some members of his party have demanded that he leave. Johnson did not rule out such a possibility, saying he would not preempt

an official investigation. Uncertainty regarding the Prime Minister's future and that of his successor has had just a little impact on the

pound so far. The COVID-19 front brings excellent news for Johnson and the UK. Following a drop in cases in London, the entire

United Kingdom is now showing a downward trend in infections, indicating a reduction in hospitalizations and deaths in the future.

The pound appreciated slightly as a result of this development.

COMING AHEAD…….

• Speculation about the Federal Reserve's next steps will undoubtedly dominate dollar trading this week, despite the fact

that no speeches are scheduled. The bank is in a "blackout period" until its decision on January 26.

• After two busy weeks, the economic calendar is rather light. On Wednesday, though, US housing data will be of

relevance. The industry has thrived as a result of the pandemic-induced "race for space" –'space' to work from home.

The week ending January13, when Nonfarm Payrolls surveys are conducted, may influence markets more than previous

weeks.

• Will Prime Minister Johnson step down? Will he be shown the door by his brutal Conservative Party? Politicians appear

to be waiting for Sue Gray, a senior civil servant, to finish her investigation into the leader's violation of his own

regulations. Johnson's low approval ratings, which are linked to high living costs and other difficulties, as well as the

desire of potential successors to enter 10 Downing Street, could lead to an early exit. The question for the pound is who

will become Prime Minister. Rishi Sunak, the Chancellor of the Exchequer, is popular with the public and viewed as a safe

pair of hands by the markets. Investors like his Thatcherite economic stance and consider him as a moderate Brexit

supporter.

• After a slow start, the economic calendar now includes a number of high-quality publications. In November, the jobs

report is expected to show continued wage growth and low unemployment. The December Claimant Count Change data

is particularly noteworthy, since it could signal an uptick in jobless claims following a lengthy period of positive declines.

• The most important data of the week, the inflation report, is expected on Wednesday. The headline Consumer Price

Index is expected to rise from November's 5.1 percent YoY number, but it will still fall short of the United States' 7

percent level. The Bank of England hiked rates in December, and a more significant increase in inflation in February

would solidify another hike. Sterling would fall if the rate fell below 5% unexpectedly.

• The December Retail Sales data are particularly interesting, especially following November's unexpected jump. Is it true

that British buyers pushed their Christmas shopping forward to November? Or did they go on a new shopping spree?

This study is full with surprises.

• Germany and the EU will reveal the final readings of their December inflation data next week, which are expected to be

5.3 percent YoY and 5% YoY, respectively. The government will also release the January ZEW Survey and the December

Producer Price Index, as well as the preliminary estimate of January Consumer Confidence from the Union.

Hey traders! Let’s understand the important fundamentals of major currencies and

commodities and their impact in the coming week…

DEVELOPMENT IN DOLLAR, EURUSD AND GBPUSD



Technical View on Bitcoin

TRADING STRATEGY (LAST WEEK PERFORMANCE)

BUY VIEW: BUY AT CMP $46850, ADD MORE ON DIPS NEAR $42700 WITH STOP LOSS OF $40,000 ON CLOSING BASIS FOR THE TARGETS OF $51,000 AND THEN

$54,000. TRADE RUNNING

NO SELL SETUP

TRADING STRATEGY

SECOND BUY TRADE: BUY ON DIPS NEAR $29,000-$30,000 WITH STOP LOSS OF $28,000 ON CLOSING BASIS FOR THE TARGETS OF $34,000 AND THEN $36,000.

SELL TRADE: NO SELL SETUP

FUNDAMENTALAND TECHNCIALASPECT

The price of bitcoin has rebounded from a critical psychological level, indicating a return of retail interest. On a short-term time frame, the recent rise is laying the groundwork for BTC to begin a longer

leg-up. Surprisingly, on-chain measures are correlating with the positive view presented from a technical standpoint. For BTC and, by extension, the larger ecosystem, an upswing currently appears to be

unavoidable. Around the $41,000 support level, Bitcoin price formed a triple bottom. The sell-side liquidity rested between $40,747 and$39,629. The third tap at the aforementioned barrier collected the

sell-side liquidity resting between $40,747 and $39,629. This sharp drop was the catalyst for a 12-percentage-point rise. BTC has retraced since the modest rise and is preparing a foothold that will serve as

a foundation for the next leg-up. Investors can expect Bitcoin to revisit the previous Monday's low and high of $45,874 and$47,609, respectively, as the large crypto trades around $42,780. These hurdles

represent BTC's halfway point, with a final aim of$52,150, where the pioneer cryptocurrency set a double high on December7,2021, and December27, 2021. There is a significant amount of buy-stop

liquidity resting above this reversal top position. Bitcoin's price is expected to rise above$52,150, according to market participants. The swing high that emerged around this level could represent a local

peak where purchasing pressure will most likely be exhausted. Any move above $52,150 should be treated with care by investors, as any move beyond this milestone could be fleeting.



Gold Views Gold [XAUUSD]Analysis [Fundamental Snapshot and Next Week Calendar]

General Theory: When there is a fear across the globe, major economies rush towards the investment in gold. Currently, we are govern by the Corona Virus fear and US being on the top list

of infected person is majorly affected, however, currently all the economies are suffering from this pandemic but US being the world largest economy may outweigh the others. So, it affect

the dollar in some or the other way which in turn leads to gold prices to rally, as there is inverse relationship between dollar and gold.

GOLD MACROECONOMIC ANALYSIS?

• Due to a paucity of high-quality data releases, markets were rather quiet on Monday. Nonetheless, the dollar found support after Richmond Federal Reserve Bank President

Thomas Barkin told the Wall Street Journal that a rate hike in March was a possibility. The dollar, however, came under severe selling pressure during FOMC Chairman Jerome

Powell's nomination hearing on Tuesday, causing a steep rise in XAU/USD. Powell estimated that coming up with a plan to start decreasing the balance sheet would take up

to four policy sessions. The US Dollar Index lost all of its gains when the December minutes revealed that some policymakers thought it was reasonable to start the balance

sheet runoff after the first rate hike. Powell went on to say that they would consider shrinking the balance sheet "later this year."

• The Consumer Price Index (CPI) climbed to 7% on a yearly basis in December, according to the US Bureau of Labor Statistics' monthly report released on Wednesday. As

investors reviewed how aggressive the Fed will be when it comes to policy tightening, the greenback continued to lose appeal as this print fell in line with market

expectations. Furthermore, the annual Producer Price Index (PPI) fell to 9.7% from 9.8% in November, making it even more difficult for the dollar to overcome the bearish

pressure.

• Meanwhile, the benchmark 10-year US Treasury note yield, which had risen to its highest level in two years above 1.8 percent earlier this week, has reversed course and is

again hovering around 1.7 percent, assisting gold in maintaining its upward momentum.

• The US Census Bureau announced on Friday that retail sales fell 1.9 percent in December to $626.8 billion. Sales were up 19.3 percent year over year from 2020. The market

was generally unresponsive to these numbers, and gold continued to trade towards the top of its weekly trading range.

COMING AHEAD…….

Next week's US economic calendar is light on high-quality data, and investors may be hesitant to price in a less-aggressive Fed policy tightening ahead of the January 26-27 policy meeting. The Fed's blackout period begins on Saturday, January15, and policymakers at the FOMC will be unable

to speak on the policy. As a result, market participants will keep a careful eye on US Treasury bond yields.

The dollar might suffer further selling pressure if the 10-year US T-bond yield goes below 1.7 percent and stays there, allowing gold to rise. On the other hand, XAU/USD is anticipated to be weighed down by another try at 1.8 percent resistance.

China will disclose its fourth-quarter Gross Domestic Product (GDP) figures on Monday. If the data indicates a slowdown in the world's second-largest economy, investors may become risk averse, limiting gold's gains.

The UK's December jobs report on Tuesday and the European Central Bank's (ECB) Policy Meeting Accounts on Thursday may increase market volatility, but neither event is anticipated to have a long-term impact on the dollar's value.

TECHNICAL VIEW ON GOLD

On the daily chart, the Relative Strength Index (RSI) indicator remains above50, indicating that sellers are staying put for the time being. The 20-day SMA also crossed above the 50-day

SMA, indicating a bullish change. Finally, for the fourth day in a row, the pair closed above the 200-day SMA. On the upside, a crucial resistance region appears to have formed

above$1,830, which corresponds to the Fibonacci 23.6 percent retracement of the rally that began in October and concluded in mid-November. XAU/USD might hit $1,850 (static level)

ahead of $1,870 if it closes above that barrier on a daily basis (December highs, static level). On the other hand, $1,800 (200-day SMA, Fibonacci 50% retracement) is a major support

level. Additional losses toward $1,790 (100-day SMA) and $1,780 (Fibonacci 61.8 percent retracement) might be seen if gold breaks below that level and starts using it as resistance.

GOLD CLIENT POSITIONING (NET LONG vs NET SHORT)

Gold: According to retail trader data, 67.86 percent of traders are net-long, with a long-to-short ratio of 2.11 to 1. The number of traders who are net-long is

down 1.04 percent from yesterday and down 20.45 percent from last week, while the number who are net-short is down 7.02 percent from yesterday and up

8.51 percent from last week.

We tend to be contrarians when it comes to crowd sentiment, and the fact that traders are net-long on gold signals that prices will continue to decline.

Positioning is more net-long today than it was yesterday, but less net-long than it was last week. We have a further mixed Gold trading bias as a result of

current sentiment and previous adjustments.

TRADING STRATEGY (LAST WEEK PERFORMANCE)

SELL ON RISE NEAR $1820-$1825, STOP LOSS $1835 ON CLOSING BASIS FOR THE TARGETS OF $1805

AND THEN $1795. FIRST TARGET ACHIEVED

BUY ON DIPS NEAR $1770-1775, STOP LOSS $1750 ON CLOSING BASIS FOR THE TARGETS OF 1790 AND

THEN 1800. BUY NOT EXECUTED

FRESH TRADES

SECOND BUY TRADE: BUY ONLY ABOVE $1835, STOP LOSS $1820 ON CLOSING BASIS FOR THE TARGETS OF 1845

AND THEN 1850.

SELL ON RISE NEAR $1825-$1830, STOP LOSS $1835 ON CLOSING BASIS FOR THE TARGETS OF $1812 AND THEN

$1805.



Technical View Chart of EUR/USD

The EUR/USD pair is hovering around1.1440, retaining the majority of its weekly gains. At approximately1.1495, the pair

approached the 61.8 percent retracement of its 1.1691/1.1185 loss before giving up some ground and now hovers around the 50

percent retracement of the same decline. The recent recovery from the 2021 low was a long-awaited correction, as the pair has

been in a negative trend since late May, when it peaked at 1.2266. The 20-SMA is heading steadily lower and passing below the

200-SMA, both around the 1.1500 level, according to the same chart. Meanwhile, technical indicators continue bullish slopes, but

at negative levels, falling short of implying a sustained long-term increase. The longer-term view is supported by the daily chart, at

least as long as the pair remains below the 1.1500 level. The 100-SMA is located around the aforementioned Fibonacci resistance

level, underlining the 1.1500 price zone's strength. After approaching overbought circumstances, technical indicators have lost

their bullish vigour. The last two daily candles, in particular, have extended upward wicks, implying buying weariness. The longer-

term view is supported by the daily chart, at least as long as the pair remains below the 1.1500 level. The 100-SMA is located

around the aforementioned Fibonacci resistance level, underlining the 1.1500 price zone's strength. After approaching overbought

circumstances, technical indicators have lost their bullish vigour. The last two daily candles, in particular, have extended upward

wicks, implying buying weariness.

FRESH STRATEGY

POSITIONAL SELL: SELL ON RISE NEAR $1.1530-$1.1550 WITH STOP LOSS OF 1.1600 ON CLOSING BASIS FOR THE TARGETS OF $1.1450 AND THEN $1.1400.

POSITIONAL BUY: BUY ON DIPS NEAR $1.1330-$1.1350 WITH STOP LOSS OF $1.1260 ON CLOSING BASIS FOR THE TARGETS OF $1.1420 AND THEN $1.1460.

NOTE: HERE CLOSING BASIS STOP LOSS MEANS THAT PAIR MUST CLOSE ABOVE/BELOW THE STOP LOSS LEVEL ON THE DAILY BASIS THENWEWILL CONSIDER THE STOP LOSS AS HIT

EURUSD CLIENT POSITIONING (NET LONG vs NET SHORT)

TRADING STRATEGY (LAST WEEK PERFORMANCE)

POSITIONAL SELL: SELL ON RISE NEAR $1.1470-$1.1500 WITH STOP LOSS OF 1.1530 ON CLOSING BASIS FOR THE TARGETS OF $1.1400

AND THEN $1.1350. FIRST TARGET ACHIEVED

POSITIONAL BUY: BUY AT CMP $1.1317, ADD MORE ON DIPS NEAR $1.1200 WITH STOP LOSS OF $1.1170 ON CLOSING BASIS FOR THE

TARGETS OF $1.1420 AND THEN $1.1500. HIGH MADE $1.1349, REVISE STOP LOSS TO $1.1100 ON CLOSING BASIS, BOOK 50% PROFIT

AT CMP $1.1373, FOR REST POSITION TRAIL SL AT BREAKEVEN. FIRST TARGET ACHIEVED, BOOKED THE REMAINING PROFITS

EUR/USD: According to retail trader data, 52.36 percent of traders are net-long, with a long-to-short ratio of 1.10 to 1. The

number of traders who are net-long is down 1.70 percent from yesterday and down 6.35 percent from last week, while the

number of traders who are net-short is down 13.85 percent from yesterday and down 4.95 percent from last week.

We usually take the opposite side of popular sentiment, and the fact that traders are net-long on EUR/USD signals that prices

may continue to decline.

Positioning is more net-long today than it was yesterday, but less net-long than it was last week. We have a further mixed

EUR/USD trading inclination as a result of current sentiment and previous adjustments.



Technical View Chart of GBP/USD

TRADING STRATEGY (LAST WEEK PERFORMANCE)

SELL ON RISE NEAR $1.3570-$1.3600 WITH STOP LOSS OF $1.3650 ON CLOSING NASIS FOR THE TARGETS OF $1.3480 AND THEN $1.3430. STOP LOSS HIT

BUY ON DIPS BETWEEN $1.3480-$1.3500 WITH STOP LOSS OF $1.3400 ON CLOSING BASIS FOR THE TARGETS OF $1.3600 AND THEN 1.3650. BUY NOT EXECUTED

TRADING STRATEGY

BUY SETUP: NO BUY SETUP

SELL SETUP: SELL ON RISE NEAR $1.3700-$1.3720 WITH STOP LOSS OF $1.3800 ON CLOSING BASIS FOR THE TARGETS OF $1.3630 AND THEN $1.3580

The pound/dollar is overbought, at least according to the daily chart's Relative Strength Index (RSI). The last

time the RSI hit 72 was in February2021, resulting in a 500-pip loss. The failure of GBP/USD to break above

the 200-day Simple Moving Average is another indicator of weariness (SMA). The pair, on the other hand, is

trading above the 50 and 100 SMAs, indicating that momentum is still strong. Overall, the graph indicates a

major correction to the downside. Support is at1.37, which marked the end of an early November recovery

attempt. It's followed by1.36, a late-December swing high, and then1.3550,1.3480, and 1.3430. Resistance

is at1.3750, the 2022 high, followed by1.3845, the October high. The line to monitor next is 1.3890. The

pound/dollar is overextended, and there is room for a significant downside correction in the absence of a

sticker shock from UK inflation.

GBP/USD: According to retail trader data, 38.82 percent of traders are net-long, with a short-to-long

ratio of 1.58 to 1. The number of traders who are net-long is down 6.20 percent from yesterday and

down 16.73 percent from last week, while the number who are net-short is down 9.17 percent from

yesterday and up 20.31 percent from last week.

We usually take the opposite side of popular sentiment, and the fact that traders are net-short on the

GBP/USD signals that prices will continue to rise.

Positioning is net-shorter today than yesterday, but net-shorter than last week. We have a further

mixed GBP/USD trading inclination as a result of current sentiment and previous adjustments.

GBPUSD CLIENT POSITIONING (NET LONG vs NET SHORT)



Technical View Chart of AUD/USD

In the long run, the AUD/USD pair maintains a neutral attitude from a technical standpoint. On the weekly

chart, the pair temporarily rose above its 20 SMA before falling down below it, stuck between the

directionless 100 and 200 SMAs. In the meanwhile, technical indicators lack directional strength around

their midpoints. The daily chart reveals that sellers defended the upside near a flat 100 SMA, despite the

fact that the price is still above a modestly bullish 20 SMA, which is currently convergent with the 38.2

percent retracement of the0.7555/0.6992 plunge. Technical indicators have begun to decline and are

approaching their midpoints. A break above0.7340, the 61.8 percent retracement of the last downturn,

might turn the pair bullish, leading to a challenge of the0.7420/0.7440 price zone. Above the latter, the

pair may be able to extend its gains towards the range's top. A drop below0.7205, the next Fibonacci

support level, will likely move the risk to the downside, allowing for a test of the 0.7070 level.

TRADING STRATEGY (LAST WEEK PERFORMANCE)

POSITIONAL BUY TRADE: BUY ON DIPS NEAR $0.7150-$0.7170 WITH STOP LOSS OF $0.7100 ON CLOSING BASIS FOR THE TARGETS OF $0.7270 AND $0.7300.

BOTH TARGETS ACHIEVED

POSITIONAL SELL: SELL ON RISE NEAR $0.7300-$0.7330 WITH STOP LOSS OF $0.7400 ON CLOSING BASIS FOR THE TARGETS OF $0.7200. FULL TARGET

ACHIEVED

TRADING STRATEGY

POSITIONAL SELL: SELL ON RISE NEAR $0.7300-$0.7330 WITH STOP LOSS OF $0.7400 ON CLOSING BASIS FOR THE TARGETS OF $0.7200.

POSITIONAL BUY: BUY ON DIPS NEAR $0.7100-$0.7130 WITH STOP LOSS OF $0.7000 ON CLOSING BASIS FOR THE TARGETS $0.7200 AND THEN $0.7240.

AUDUSD CLIENT POSITIONING (NET LONG vs NET SHORT)
According to retail trader data, 56.14 percent of traders are net-long, with a long-to-short ratio of 1.28 to 1. The number

of traders who are net-long is up 1.26 percent from yesterday and down 12.38 percent from last week, while those who

are net-short is down 22.02 percent from yesterday and 5.87 percent from last week.

We usually take the opposite side of popular sentiment, and the fact that traders are net-long on the AUD/USD signals

that prices may continue to decrease.

Positioning is more net-long today than it was yesterday, but less net-long than it was last week. We have a mixed

AUD/USD trading bias as a result of current sentiment and previous movements.



Technical View Chart of USD JPY

On Tuesday, the MACD (Moving Average Convergence Divergence) cross of the signal line was extremely prescient. Each session after that,

the USD/JPY concluded lower. The rising divergence and steeper price line indicate that the USD/JPY will continue to fall. On Wednesday, the

Relative Strength Index (RSI) passed its mid-point, indicating that the strong five-session slide since leaving overbought status on January 6

points to further deterioration. Since its low on January3, average true range (ATR) volatility has only moderately rebounded. This isn't a

stop-loss-driven downturn. On Wednesday and Thursday, the 21-day and 50-day moving averages (MAs) were crossed in quick succession.

Neither of them offered much help. Below Friday's low of113.49, support is well-documented. The 23.6 percent Fibonacci level of the

January 2021 to January 2022 trend at 112.94 and the 100-day MA at 113.01 provide significant support at 113.00. Below that, at112.70,

there is little support from three days of trade in early December. The area below is, for all means and purposes, a gap to112.00, as the

range was crossed in one session on October11, as mentioned above.

Disclaimer

The trading ideas discussed or recommended in this report may not be suitable for all investors. Investors should use this research as one input into formulating an investment

opinion. Additional inputs should include, but are not limited to, the review of other. This is not an offer (or Solicitation of an offer) to buy/sell the currency/instruments

mentioned or an official confirmation. Star Financial Ltd (Starfinex) is not responsible for any error or inaccuracy or for any losses suffered on account of information contained

in this report. This report does not purport to be offer for purchase and sale of share/ units. We and our affiliates, officers, directors, and employees, including persons involved

in the preparation or issuance of this material may: (a)from time to time, have long or short positions in, and buy or sell the securities thereof, of company (is) mentioned

herein or (b) be engaged in any other transaction involving such currency and earn brokerage or other compensation discussed herein or act as advisor or lender or borrower to

such company (is) or have other potential conflict of interest with respect to any recommendation and related information and opinions. The same persons may have acted

upon the information contained here. No part of this material may be duplicated in any form and/or redistribute without Trade Mudra prior written consent

Traders please maintain your trades according to the level given above.

TRADING STRATEGY (LAST WEEK PERFORMANCE)

POSITIONAL BUY: BUY ON DIPS BETWEEN $114.00-$114.30, STOP LOSS: $113.00 ON CLOSING BASIS FOR THE TARGETS OF $115.50 AND THEN $116.00. TRADE RUNNING

POSITIONAL SELL: SELL ON RISE NEAR $116-$116.20 WITH STOP LOSS OF $116.70 ON CLOSING BASIS FOR THE TARGETS OF $115.00 AND THEN $114.50. BOTH TARGETS

ACHIEVED

TRADING STRATEGY

POSITIONAL BUY: TRADE RUNNING

POSITIONAL SELL: NO SELL SETUP

USDJPY CLIENT POSITIONING (NET LONG vs NET SHORT)

USD/JPY: According to retail trader data, 43.10 percent of traders are net-long, with a short-to-long ratio of 1.32 to 1. The number of traders who are net-long

is up 8.45 percent from yesterday and up 25.89 percent from last week, while those who are net-short is down 17.43 percent from yesterday and down 34.70

percent from last week.

We usually take the opposite side of crowd mood, and the fact that traders are net-short on the USD/JPY signals that prices will continue to rise.

Traders are, however, less net-short today than they were yesterday and last week. Despite the fact that traders remain net-short, recent changes in mood

suggest that the present USD/JPY market trend may shortly reverse lower.
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Disclaimer
The trading ideas discussed or recommended in this report may not
be suitable for all investors. Investors should use this research as one
input into formulating an investment opinion. Additional inputs should
include, but are not limited to, the review of other. This is not an offer
(or Solicitation of an offer) to buy/sell the currency/instruments
mentioned or an official confirmation. ALPHA FX MARKETS is not
responsible for any error or inaccuracy or for any losses suffered on
account of information contained in this report. This report does not
purport to be offer for purchase and sale of share/ units. We and our
affiliates, officers, directors, and employees, including persons
involved in the preparation or issuance of this material may: (a)from
time to time, have long or short positions in, and buy or sell the
securities thereof, of company (is) mentioned herein or (b) be
engaged in any other transaction involving such currency and earn
brokerage or other compensation discussed herein or act as advisor
or lender or borrower to such company (is) or have other potential
conflict of interest with respect to any recommendation and related
information and opinions. The same persons may have acted upon
the information contained here. No part of this material may be
duplicated in any form and/or redistribute without Trade Mudra prior
written consent.
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